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Position of barn resited outside the flood zone
height raised to allow first floor accomodation

cutting into bank for extension

Record barn as existing Level 3
Watching brief agreed for excavation of footings
around mill race - Incorrect OS marking of Roman road
verified by LIDAR mapping confirmed by CPAT
removing the requirement for re-siting accommodation
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PROPOSED ACCOMMODATION BUILDING FOR CORPORATE
RETREAT/ EVENTS DEVELOPMENT, RHYD Y CARW MILL, TREFEGLWYS. P/2020/50/01DATE DWG NoDRAWN FC1/8/2020
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Macadam back from carriageway 10m
 min 5m wide to gate 1 in 15

Set out visibility splay to brow of hill
70m  realign hedgrow sections as required to sit min 1m behind
visibility splay and grade soil to priovide unobstructed visibility  from 0.7m
high to 1100mm Checking visibility in the vertical plane is then carried out to ensure that views
in the horizontal plane are not compromised by obstructions such as the crest of a hill, or a
bridge at a dip in the road ahead. It also takes into account the variation in driver eye height
and the height range of obstructions. Eye height is assumed to range from 1.05 m (for car drivers)
to 2 m (for lorry drivers). Drivers need to be able to see obstructions 2 m high down to a
point 600 mm above the carriageway

Gulley at lowest point of macadam access picking up surface water
before reaching highway
100mm perforated pipework drainage run in pea gravel surround
running 10m  across
bank within visibility splay.

Passing place cut into bank to allow two vehicles to pass
10m length.

Gravel access track

Gulley
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12 Person treatment plant 5m from building

New events building

12 person
treatment
plant

sedum
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Revision B - Separate applications for
Events building and Accommodation P2021/1/50/03

Barn repositioned
outside the C2
zone
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